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Chapter 571 Requesting Reinforcements 

“Sealed Ruin, what are they?” Hearing Yondu’s words and then seeing Star-Lord’s shocked expression, 

Deadpool asked with a confused look on his face. 

“In other words, this Ruin exists to seal or eliminate the monster with the Giant Tentacles.” Without 

letting Star-Lord explain, Lin Rui explained to Deadpool with frowning brows. 

“Yeah, that’s it. This explains why we didn’t detect any signs of life below when we detected it before. If 

this is a Sealed Ruin then ordinary detection methods wouldn’t have worked.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, 

the shocked Star-Lord said with a sudden realization. 

There are countless Ruins left behind by various civilizations in the universe, and there are many Ruins 

that contain very valuable treasures. However, not all Ruins are the same and there are some Ruins that 

have a special meaning, such as this Sealed Ruin. 

In fact, in addition to this Sealed Ruin, there are also Inheritance Ruins, Sacrificial Ruins, and Ruins 

similar to Tombs. All these Ruins belong to a special kind of Ruins, and it is difficult for ordinary cosmic 

groups to find them. 

Among these special Ruins, Inheritance Ruins and Tomb-like Ruins are widely liked by Cosmic Mercenary 

Groups and Pirate Groups, because these two Ruins will definitely give out huge harvests. 

Sealed Ruins and Sacrificed Ruins are the least popular because these two Ruins are not only dangerous 

but it is also very likely that they would have no treasure in them. If the Sealed Artifacts in the Sealed 

Ruins are not dead then the team exploring the Ruin is likely to encounter danger they have never seen 

before. 

The Sacrificial Ruins are even more bizarre. Such Ruins will kill people who enter them or they will kill 

other lifeforms in various unexpected ways to fulfill the special purpose of the Ruin Builder. 

“Humph! So now you know how stupid you really are?” Seeing the ugly expression on Star-Lord’s face, 

Yondu continued to curse him. 

Hearing Yondu’s self-satisfaction tone, Star-Lord didn’t bother to pay any attention to him. Originally, he 

had just wanted to stimulate the Ruins’ Defense System to create some chaos which in turn would have 

created an opportunity for him and his group to escape, but he didn’t expect to release the Sealed Thing 

in the Ruin. 

Moreover, this guy had been sealed in the Ruin for God knows how many years but it had still come out 

alive. For the first time, Star-Lord felt that his luck might not be so good, otherwise, why would he 

encounter such a bad thing when he came to this planet for a vacation. 

In fact, Star-Lord feels that his bad luck may not be really bad, but he just happened to run into Lin Rui 

and Deadpool while on vacation. Their accidental meeting led to countless accidents, which turned into 

this present situation. The countless possibilities were directed to a less than smooth path when they 

met Lin Rui and Deadpool. 

Rumble! 



Just after Yondu told Star-Lord that this Ruin was a Sealed Ruin, the Giant Tentacles in the forest became 

more and more active. Moreover, their length has grown to about two kilometers. At this time, they 

couldn’t feel safe even if they were so far away. 

“What should we do now? The Spaceships have been destroyed and there is no way out even if we want 

to leave now.” Staring at the Giant Tentacles that were constantly waving in the forest, Star-Lord asked 

with an ugly look on his face. 

As Captain of a Cosmic Mercenary Team, Star-Lord felt that he had made a major mistake in his decision 

this time. Just like Yondu just said, his days since he broke away from the Ravagers Pirates seemed to be 

a little too smooth. 

Especially after the Ronan incident, the name of the Guardian of the Galaxy slowly spread out, which 

makes Star-Lord feel more complacent. This was a time when he thought that Guardian of the Galaxy 

was really very powerful but this incident made him clearly recognize how much strength he really had. 

Especially after the Ronan incident, the Guardian of the Galaxy’s name has slowly gained popularity, 

which makes Star-Lord even more proud. When he thought that Guardian of the Galaxy was really 

powerful, this incident made him clearly understand how strong he really is. 

“What to do? We need to call for help, otherwise, why do you think I ran all the way here?” Hearing that 

Star-Lord was finally willing to lower his head and ask for advice, Yondu continued with a stern face and 

a lecturing tone. 

“Ask for help?” Hearing Yondu’s reply, Star-Lord was a bit unresponsive for a moment. The Ravagers’ 

large force had been crashed, and even if there were still some lucky ones who managed to survive, 

their Spaceships should all be unusable. 

“The Spaceship System didn’t work in the forest just now and it should be because of the Giant 

Tentacles. Now, that suppression has weakened a lot. Therefore, I have sent out a signal into the 

universe asking for help just now. As long as other Pirate groups receive my signal, we would be saved.” 

Seeing that Star-Lord still didn’t understand his work, Yondu went on to explain. 

“Other Pirate groups? Do the Ravagers pirates have allies?” Star-Lord asked with disbelief when he 

heard Yondu’s words. 

Star-Lord, who grew up in the Ravagers Pirate Group has known that the relationship between the 

Ravagers Pirates and other Pirate groups does not seem to be very good. 

Every time they meet with the other Pirate Group, they would ridicule Yondu. Therefore, when Yondu 

said that a pirate group would come to their rescue them after receiving his signal, Star-Lord didn’t 

believe it very much. 

However, what Star-Lord didn’t know was that the reason why Yondu was ridicule by other pirates was 

actually because of him. More than twenty years ago, Yondu had some difficulties at the time, so he 

took a mission that he shouldn’t have taken, which was to kidnap a child on Earth. 

Even if it is a Pirate group, they also have their own rules and regulations, one of which is very strict and 

it strictly bans the selling of children. 



Therefore, Yondu violated this rule and he was unwelcome by other Pirate groups. And Yondu later 

learned that the guy who asked him to help find his son was not a good person, so he never sent Star-

Lord over, but raised him. 

“Hehe, Allies, of course, there are. The Ravagers Pirates back then was a great Pirate Group.” Seeing 

Star-Lord’s unbelieving look, Yondu said after laughing a bit bitterly. 

“So, when will they arrive? I think it shouldn’t take long for the monster to break out of the ground.” No 

longer dwelling on Yondu’s said allies, Star-Lord looked at the increasing active tentacles in the forest 

and asked. 

“This…I can’t be sure. But I have already sent out the signal with the information about the situation 

here. According to those guys’ characters, they won’t miss such a Ruin.” Hearing Star-Lord’s subsequent 

query, Yondudu replied with slight embarrassment. 

“So, let’s run away! I don’t want to be lined up into mush when those Tentacle Monsters get out of their 

traps!” After hearing Yondu say that he wasn’t sure when his allies would appear, Deadpool on the side 

finally couldn’t help but shout. 

Hearing what Deadpool said, Yondu observed the Tentacles in the forest again and nodded seriously. 

Chapter 572 True Appearence 

Boom! Boom! 

While Lin Rui, Star-Lord, and others agreed to continue to move away from the location of the Ruin, 

those Tentacles in the center of the Ruin had almost completely broken free from the underground seal. 

Sixteen Tentacles that are several kilometers long and nearly 100 meters thick have smashed the virgin 

forest into a place where there is not even grass. 

Rumble! 

And after these sixteen giant Tentacles burrowed out from various locations on the Ruin, this sealed 

Ruin also seemed to have consumed its last energy. 

The Ruin itself, which had persisted in suppressing the Tentacles as they continued to break free, 

completely collapsed, and large pieces of earth cracked into the ground, gradually revealing the true 

appearance of the underground Ruin. 

Huhu~ 

As the ground subsided, some cylindrical objects that had been buried deep underground slowly 

appeared. Because they have been buried in the soil for many years, one can no longer make out the 

material these cylindrical objects were made of, nor can they see what functions they have. 

However, despite the passage of so many years, these cylinders are still releasing a light green glow 

inside of them. 



This light is the same color as the Energy Shock Wave ejected from the Ruin in rapid bursts, and it is also 

the same as the energy shield that enveloped the giant Tentacles before. Perhaps, these cylinders were 

left behind to seal this Ruin by the pre-stored energy in them. 

And now, the green light inside these cylinders is looming. And as the ruins collapsed, the cylinder that 

was originally fixed at a specific position fell along with the mud toward the depths of the Ruin. 

When the Ruin collapsed deep enough, the original location of the valley has completely turned into a 

deep pit. In this deep pit, a dark silver smooth building is placed horizontally in the deep underground. 

Originally, even if the Ruin had collapsed, it would not have revealed something so deep, but those 

Tentacles seemed to be intentionally trying to dig the valley apart, and every time there a collection of 

dirt, there would be Tentacles swinging over to sweep the dirt away from the area. 

With the movements of those tentacles, the dark silver building deep underground became more and 

more exposed. 

And after clearing out an area of about 500 meters in the original valley, the movements of those 

Tentacles finally slowed down. Depending on the current situation, the area of ??this underground 

building seems to be about the same as that detected by Star-Lord. 

After the dark silver slab-like building was completely exposed, the Tentacles lashed down on them as if 

they had seen an enemy. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

After dozens of consecutive strikes, the slab-like building was still intact. The Tentacles seemed that this 

type of attack would have no effect, and the Tentacles slowly stopped after attacking a dozen more 

times. Then, they twisted a few times in the air and then slammed into the ground around the flat 

building from sixteen directions. 

Hoo-hoo! 

These sturdy Tentacles seem to be born to dig holes, and they soon drilled into the ground from all 

directions. As these Tentacles stirred in the ground, the Dark Silver Building that had been firmly fixed 

deep in the ground gradually began to tremor unsteadily. Moreover, this shaking is rapidly increasing. 

Buzzing~ 

Boom! 

About three minutes later, following a fierce vibration of the Dark Silver Building, it was suddenly lifted 

from the ground! And the sixteen Tentacles that pierced the ground before were lifting it up. 

After the Dark Silver Slab-like Building was lifted up, it was finally possible to see the part of it that had 

been hidden underground before. It turns out that this building is not in the shape of a flat plate, but a 

Cube. Only a small part of the top was exposed before and it looked like a flat plate. 

The Cube is square-shaped with a length and width of about 500 meters each, and it looks like a huge 

metal box. 



Except for the upper and lower sides of the Cube, there are protruding cylinders on the other four sides, 

which are the things that were supposed to be energy pillars that were destroyed when the Ruin 

collapsed. At this time, the bottom of the Cube was being held by the sixteen giant Tentacles 

collectively. 

Swipe! 

After pushing this huge Cube out of the ground, a few Tentacles to continue to hold it while the 

remaining Tentacles quickly wrapped the entire Cube tightly from the side. 

As the Tentacles wrapped themselves around the Cube, the cylinders protruding outside of the Cube-

like building began to emit light green Energy Shock Waves to prevent these Tentacles from wrapping 

themselves around them. 

However, there wasn’t much energy remaining in these cylinders. These pale green rays of light quickly 

dimmed under the squeezing strength of the Giant Tentacles, and finally disappeared. 

As their energy was consumed, those cylinders were also pulled directly from the surface of the Cube by 

the Tentacles. In the end, the huge Cube was firmly bound in mid-air by these sixteen giant tentacles, 

like a cage. 

Huhu~Squeak Ga~Squeak Ga~ 

After wrapping the Cube tightly, the Tentacles stretched from all directions and they slowly tightened 

around the Cube, and the force of binding the Cube was continuously strengthened. 

Gradually, the friction generated by the squeezing of the Tentacles could be heard. As the Tentacles 

continued to strengthen themselves around the Cube, the surface of the seemingly unbreakable metal 

Cube also changed. 

Some Internal stress has been accumulated to a certain extent in the Cube and it couldn’t be released so 

some bulges and depressions have appeared on the surface of the metal Cube. 

Card ~ Boom! 

With the rapid increase in the internal pressure of the metal Cube, the first crack on the surface finally 

appeared. After the first crack appeared, it was like a chain reaction, and cracks quickly appeared in 

other positions of the Cube. 

Card ~ Boom! Card ~ Boom! 

After a series of cracks appeared, the original square-shaped Cube had become sharp and angular. And 

the inside of the Cube can be seen from the cracks and it was all black. It looked like there was nothing 

in the Cube that was worthy enough for the Tentacles to spend that much effort on. 

Kaka! Boom! 

Finally, after there were enough cracks on the surface, the many cracks joined together to become a 

very large one, the metal Cube that was still holding on finally broke apart completely. 



Then, under the tearing of the Tentacles, the completely shattered pieces of the Cube were ripped apart 

piece by piece. Large chunks of Dark Golden Metal were thrown to the ground from mid-air, and what 

exactly was inside the cube was finally about to come to light. 

Phoo~ 

As the last few large fragments were torn apart and thrown out, there was finally no trace of the Cube 

inside the tentacles in the air. At this time, the tentacles were tightly entangled, surrounding a dark 

thing that couldn’t be clearly seen. However, the behavior of these tentacles just now should be clear 

enough, they wanted to get this dark item. 

Tittered ~ Tittered ~ 

In a place that could not be seen from the outside, the sixteen Tentacles that were entangled together 

all stretched their tips toward the blackened thing in the center. Finally, the sixteen Tentacles twisted 

and then thrust into the blackened thing simultaneously and quickly. 

Chapter 573 Strange Sound 

Plop~ 

A few seconds after the sixteen Tentacles “Heads” were inserted into the black object, a faint sound 

similar to a heartbeat came out of the black object. After the first sound appeared, it was quickly 

followed by the same rhythmic sound in succession. 

Plop~Plop~ 

As time went on, the plop sound like a heartbeat became louder and louder, and it began to spread out 

towards the outside. Not only that, after the continuous spread of the Plop sound, the Dark Object 

entangled in the center by the Tentacles spread out like a black mist, spreading towards the rest of parts 

of the sixteen Tentacles. 

Plop~Plop~ 

… 

While the sixteen Tentacles in the center of the Ruin excavated the deep underground Cube like 

building, and then violently demolished the contents inside. 

Lin Rui and others on the grassland far outside the forest were still fleeing. At this point, they had 

already flown a long distance on the grassland, and even the lifeforms that were running in front of 

them were left behind. 

Phoo~ 

“Is this far enough?” Star-Lord suddenly stopped in midair and shouted at Yondu while Lin Rui and 

others went past him. 

The fear of the unknown made Star-Lord escape so far, but at this time, he felt that he had reached a 

safe zone. Therefore, the adventure gene inside him had started to be active. 



Star-Lord really wants to know what secrets are hidden in the Ruined Seal that the Tentacles came out 

from. Even though he knows that he can’t participate in it and get something, but a few glances from a 

distance can be considered to be rewarding. 

Huhu~ 

After Star-Lord stopped and shouted, Yondu and Lin Rui in front also stopped. They turned around to 

look in the direction of the forest. Lin Rui and Yondu did not see nor did they feel the presence of the 

Tentacles. 

It seems that since just now, the twisting Tentacles that were erect in the air have retracted to some 

unknown place. Moreover, the shaking of the ground has stopped for a while. Does this mean that they 

have left the danger zone? 

“Mirage Knight, how do you feel now?” Staring in the direction of the forest carefully for a few 

moments, Deadpool, who did not see the Tentacles, asked Lin Rui, who was beside him. 

Lin Rui silently closed his eyes when he heard Deadpool’s words. Then Lin Rui released Insight Technique 

again. The bad feeling in his heart had not dissipated but Lin Rui decided to use Insight Technique to 

check it carefully. 

Seeing Lin Rui releasing his Insight Technique, the expression on Yondu and Star-Lord’s faces changed. 

Star-Lord finally saw Lin Rui use his Mutant Psychic Power talent with his own eyes, while Yondu was 

surprised to see that Lin Rui is a Psychic Powered Mutant, and it seems that Lin Rui’s use of his Psychic 

Power is different from his. 

Phoo~ 

Under the augmentation of Lin Rui’s powerful Psychic Power, the Insight Technique’s sensing range was 

greatly expanded and its speed was very fast, and within seconds, it crossed the grassland and scanned 

towards the interior of the forest. 

Plop~Plop~Plop! 

Just as Lin Rui’s Insight Technique swept into the forest, a rhythmic Plop sound impacted directly on Lin 

Rui’s Psychic Power. Under the impact of the powerful Plop sound, Lin Rui’s powerful Psychic Power 

collapsed at the first touch! 

The Psychic Power that extended at the forefront was instantly shattered, and the induction at the back 

quickly retreated after the front encountered such a situation, but the Plop sound continued to be 

transmitted toward Lin Rui’s location. 

Brush! 

While Lin Rui’s Psychic Power was partially shattered by the impact on the forest side, Lin Rui’s face on 

the far grassland suddenly turned white and he couldn’t help coughing violently while opening his eyes. 

“Cough Cough Cough!” While coughing, Lin Rui activated the Hoverboard again and rushed towards the 

deeper part of the grassland. 



Looking at Lin Rui suddenly running wildly whale being injured, Yondu and Star-Lord, who had wanted to 

wait for him to explain the situation, also tacitly followed. 

“What’s the matter?! Are you okay!? Mirage Knight!” Although Yondu and Star-Lord couldn’t see it, 

Deadpool, who was on the Hoverboard with Lin Rui, saw it. Lin Rui spewed out some blood when he 

coughed. Even his mask couldn’t completely block the spraying of blood. It can be seen that Lin Rui must 

be seriously injured now. 

“Cough Cough Cough! Don’t turn around! That’s a guy we can’t stop at all!” Forcibly suppressing the 

severe pain coming from his head, Lin Rui’s tone was incomparably serious as he warned Deadpool. 

Just now, if Lin Rui hadn’t withdrawn his Psychic Power, then he wouldn’t be just injured. The damage of 

Psychic Power is different from other physical injuries. Even the Holy Spring Water of the Healing Saint 

Elves cannot heal the damage to someone’s Psychic Power. 

Therefore, Lin Rui’s current state can be said to be the worst after he had reached this Alien Planet and 

it needs to be mentioned that he had only scanned the S-Level monster with Insight Technique and 

didn’t even fight. Moreover, Lin Rui didn’t see anything at all, he was already severely injured by the 

strange Plop sound. 

“Is that guy really that powerful?!” Hearing such a serious warning from Lin Rui, Deadpool did not dare 

to believe at first. However, hearing the seriousness in Lin Rui’s voice and seeing the fading blood marks 

on his mask, Deadpool finally shut up. Perhaps, they were really in danger this time. 

Brush! 

Lin Rui’s warning to Deadpool was also heard by Yondu and Star-Lord, so they didn’t ask anything 

anymore. 

Now the most important thing for them is to run away. But can they really escape? Behind them, the 

lifeforms were running wild on the grassland, at the location closest to the forest that Lin Rui did not pay 

attention to, the beasts and monsters that ran at the end suddenly exploded, directly turning into 

fertilizer on the grassland. 

Bang~bang~bang~ 

Countless beasts, countless various lifeforms, exploded instantly after a weird Plop sound caught up 

with them, and they couldn’t even make a scream. With the sound of Plop spreading out of the forest 

and into the grassland, those slow lifeforms are like balloons as they popped in pieces. 

As the speed of the Plop sound continued to increase, more and more lifeforms running wild on the 

grassland died under this Plop sound, and Lin Rui and others at the front seemed unable to escape the 

pursuit of this Plop sound. 

… 

While Lin Rui continued to run wild because of the Plop sound and his Psychic Power injury. 

In the location of the Ruin inside the forest, the “Heads” of the sixteen Tentacles have been united by 

the diffusion of the black mist. This is what they should look like originally. At this time, the black mist 



was gone, but the color at the location where the sixteen Tentacles united was much darker than the 

other locations. 

Plop~Plop~ 

The sound similar to the heartbeat continued, but at this time, there was no other movement of the 

Tentacles. Perhaps, after an unknown number of years of sealing, it will take some time for the 

Tentacles to rejoin together to recover. 

Chapter 574 True Appearence 2 

Huhu~ 

When the sixteen Tentacles were completely fused together, a huge fleshy tumor-like thing appeared in 

the middle joint position under the effect of that black mist. Looking down from high in the air, this huge 

monster looks like a Giant Octopus with sixteen Tentacles. 

Of course, this guy is not an Octopus, nor is it a similar lifeform, it is a terrifying lifeform that has been 

sealed for an unknown number of years and can still be resurrected. 

Snort~ 

Just after the united Tentacle monster stayed quietly in the center of the Ruin for a minute, a small voice 

came from the huge flesh tumor in the joint, which was almost inaudible under the very obvious Plop 

sound. 

At the same time as this voice came out, a crack suddenly appeared in the middle of the huge huge flesh 

tumor. Then, the crack quickly opened and expanded, exposing the black substance inside. 

Phoo~ 

The middle of the crack quickly pulled away towards the sides, and it just looked like a huge eye-

opening. Only, this eye is a huge flesh tumor, and it can not be seen what it is at all, only that it is a black 

substance. 

A few seconds later, the crack expanded to one hundred and eighty degrees before it stopped. And the 

black substance-exposed inside the huge flesh tumor was like a piece of obsidian, which looked very 

shiny. 

Grunt~ 

After the crack stopped opening to both sides, the black matter exposed in the huge flesh tumor 

suddenly moved a few times and it really looked like an eyeball turning around. Then, all the sixteen 

Tentacles collapsed, and the parts of them that had been connected to the ground remained still as they 

had not completely broken free. 

Boom~ Boom~ Boom~ 

With the continuous turning of the black eyeball, the sixteen Tentacles were continuously loosened and 

then collapsed, and the parts connected to the ground were also quickly breaking free. 



It looked just like an Octopus with its claws caught in something and it was pulling out its own claws. 

And as the sixteen Tentacles broke free, the collapsed remains spread outward once again. However, 

after that black eye appeared, the previous Plop sound that resembled a heartbeat had disappeared. 

Boom! 

Finally, with several violent struggles, the first tentacle was completely pulled out from the ground. With 

the first tentacle completely breaking free from the seal, the remaining Tentacles also quickly broke free 

from the seal and pulled out. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

After pulling out all the Tentacles, the black eye in the middle of the Sarcoma(Tumar) located in the joint 

position of the Tentacles turned a few more times. Finally, this pure black eye actually adjusted its 

direction and finally looked at the location of the grassland outside the forest. 

Buzzing~ 

No one knew if there was some kind of induction as the black eye stared in that direction and didn’t 

move. After a few seconds, the black eye turned again. However, at this time, the Tentacle Monster had 

already started to move. 

This time, all the Tentacles had been released from the seal, and this Monster, which was sealed on this 

planet by an unknown civilization, was finally able to leave this relic. 

Huh~Hu~Hu~ 

The sixteen Tentacles with a length of more than 3,000 meters were staggered back and forth in an 

orderly manner, moving quickly in the vast forest. Looking at the direction of its advancement. It is 

moving towards the location of the grassland outside the forest. 

… 

Brush! Brush! Brush! 

In the depths of the endless prairie, several figures quickly passed by in mid-air. Since Lin Rui’s Psychic 

Power was injured because of him using Insight Technique to observe the Tentacle monster, their team 

has not stopped moving and they all ran wildly on the grassland. 

At this time, they had already left the lifeforms that escaped from the forest far behind them. Therefore, 

they didn’t see the scenes of the lifeforms being blown up piece by piece. 

“Damn it! Why does this bad feeling keep lingering! I’m at least a hundred kilometers away from that 

Ruin now!” While flying fast, Lin Rui couldn’t help but shout in his heart. 

He had thought that those who stayed far away would not be threatened by the S-Class Lifeform. Lin Rui 

had already left so far but the bad feeling in his heart still existed. 

If it were not for the fact that this planet is much larger than Earth, he would have been on the horizon 

now and could not see the forest. However, although they could still see that forest in the distance, the 

Tentacles were not visible to them for a long time. 



“Holy shit! What the hell is that thing?!” Just as Lin Rui was complaining in his mind, Deadpool, who was 

standing behind him, suddenly shouted in horror. 

“What is it?” Hearing Deadpool’s shout, the bad premonition in Lin Rui’s heart instantly enhanced, and 

then he also turned his head. 

In the next moment of turning his head, Lin Rui saw a picture that he would never forget in this life. At 

the end of the distant grassland, at the junction of the grassland and the forest, a huge monster was 

twisting and turning its body to come towards them quickly. Who else could that tentacle monster be? 

“How did that guy get out? And, why is it running so fast!” At the same time when Lin Rui saw the 

Tentacle monster, Star-Lord’s shout of alarm also shouted out. 

“Sure enough, that’s a Sealed Lifeform. But, why is it coming this way?” Compared to the shock of Star-

Lord and the others, Yondu was much calmer. However, he was equally puzzled as to why that Tentacle 

Monster was coming towards the direction that he and the others had fled. 

Although Yondu’s help signal was launched, the rescue will take some time at the earliest. Moreover, if 

those pirate groups that are willing to come to rescue Yondu are very far away, it would be normal for 

them not to catch up. 

And looking at the current situation, even if the Pirate group was not far away, it was impossible for 

them to reach here before the Tentacle monster catch up with them. 

“I’m not really going to have to spend all my Reward Points to exchange for a full Spaceship, am I?” 

Seeing that the Tentacle Monster could advance several thousand meters with each twist, Lin Rui 

reluctantly thought. 

At this time, whether it was Lin Rui, Star-Lord, or Yondu, they didn’t know why the Tentacle Monster 

was coming here. They all consciously thought that the Monster was taking them as targets, so they 

didn’t even have the intention of turning away. 

“Yondu, do you have any more news about this Sealed Lifeform? Our lives are now in your hands!” 

Seeing that the Tentacle Monster is far faster than them, Star-Lord asked Yondu in a loud tone. 

“I am not Omnipotent. I know that it is a Sealed Lifeform. It is already a great piece of information. Can 

you expect me to know what lifeform this is and find its weaknesses? And, even if this lifeform has 

weaknesses, do you think we have a chance to hit its weakness?” Yondu replied with a calm face when 

he heard Star-Lord’s words. 

“Then are we just going to wait to die?! I came here for a vacation!” Hearing Yondu’s reply, Star-Lord 

shouted with a look of disbelief. 

“Perhaps, we still have a way to escape.” At this time, Lin Rui felt that there was no need to hide 

anything so he spoke with a pained expression on his face. 

Chapter 575 Hopeless? 

Brush! Brush! Brush! 



When Lin Rui said the words that made his heartache, the eyes of the three people around him instantly 

focused upon him. 

Lin Rui had been following Star-Lord and the others since the Ruin burst open, and now that the tentacle 

monster had turned into a finished form and was looking for trouble, Lin Rui said they still had a chance 

to escape! If there was really a chance, why did he wait until now to say so? 

“Haha! I knew you must have a way to get out of here! hat’s the magic of Mirage Knight! You’re always 

capable of surprising acts!” While several people were all staring at Lin Rui, it was Deadpool who was 

the first to react and shout out loud. 

When he was on Earth, Mirage Knight was always able to give his partners a lot of surprises too. So, 

when Lin Rui said he had a solution, Deadpool quickly reacted. However, Deadpool’s nerves were quick 

to adapt, but Star-Lord and the others couldn’t understand. 

“Mirage Knight, do you… really have a way to take us away?” Star-Lord asked after Deadpool finished 

shouting. 

“Well…I am…” Just as Lin Rui was about to nod, his eyes widened when he looked at the Tentacle 

monster still far away and stopped halfway through. 

Plop～Plop～ 

In the next moment, Lin Rui’s heart contracted rapidly, and a lot of Internal Energy instantly burst out 

from his recovered body as he directly pushed Deadpool beside him off the Hoverboard. Then, Lin Rui 

also stepped down on the Hoverboard. 

Bang! 

The Hoverboard exploded in mid-air, which shows the urgency of the situation Lin Rui encountered at 

this moment. When Deadpool fell down towards the grassland with a dumbfounded face, he saw a 

blinding Azura light burst out from Lin Rui’s body who stomped on the flying skateboard. 

Boom~ Boom! 

At the next moment when a blinding Azura light erupted from Lin Rui’s body, those Azura lights instantly 

coalesced to one point again and turned into the Beheading Spirit Sword that Lin Rui had pulled out of 

his hand at some point! 

“Sii!” After the Azura light had completely converged into the Beheading Spirit Sword, Lin Rui let out a 

loud shout, and the Beheading Spirit Sword raised high slashed down in front of him. 

Brush! 

The naked eye could barely see a thin line of Azura light instantly rushed out from the Beheading Spirit 

Sword and the next moment, it had crossed over a distance of thousands of meters and appeared above 

the path they had come from. As that Azura thin line passed, space seems to be cut open, emitting a 

silent sound. 

Phoo~ 



After completing this series of actions, Lin Rui who was flying in the air softened and fell directly onto 

the grassland. Because Lin Rui’s movements were very unexpected and very fast, so when he finished 

and fell down, Star-Lord and the others reacted and flew over to catch Lin Rui. 

Pū! Boom! Rumble! 

And just as Star-Lord was about to receive Lin Rui, a fierce roar suddenly erupted at a distance of a 

kilometer away from Lin Rui’s sword attack. The originally extremely compressed Azura sword energy 

finally exploded after hitting something, forming a full sky of Azura rays in the middle of the grassland 

thousands of meters away. 

At this moment, Star-Lord finally knew why Lin Rui made that sword attack just now. It turned out that 

there was an attack coming from behind them and it was close to them. 

“That’s…what?!” Deadpool, who was held by the Rocket, stared at the sudden eruption behind him and 

began muttering to himself while still in shock. 

Phoo~ 

While Deadpool was staring intently over there, the Azura sword aura that burst out like a mist was 

quickly blown away by a gust of wind. The invisible attack that collided with Lin Rui’s sword attack 

surprisingly did not dissipate by much and swept towards Lin Rui and their side again! 

… 

Three seconds ago, when Lin Rui was about to tell Star-Lord that he had a way to take them away from 

this dangerous planet, the bad feeling in his heart instantly exploded. Just like Spiderman Peter’s Super 

Spider-Sense, Lin Rui’s body’s reaction exceeded his thoughts in that moment and he reacted before his 

mind could process anything. 

After flying for a period of time, the recovered Internal Energy directly rushed out of his body, and it was 

precisely in this way that Lin Rui pushed Deadpool down and directly smashed the Hoverboard. 

After Lin Rui rushed to the sky, he had already sensed the source of the huge danger, as it was just 

behind them on the way that they had just come from and it was also the direction that the Tentacle 

Monster was coming from. 

At that moment, Lin Rui had no time to think about it anymore, only knowing that if he didn’t try his 

best, he might be killed instantly. 

Therefore, in order to use a small amount of Internal Energy to release more power, Lin Rui compressed 

the Internal Energy within a few tenths of a second and finally smashed it in the direction of the danger. 

It is precise because of this that when Lin Rui used all his strength to slash that sword, he fell straight 

down. If Lin Rui used 99% of his strength to kill the B-Grade plant-like monster before, he was now using 

12% of his strength. 

If not for Lin Rui’s habitual sheathing of his sword after the slash, the Beheading Spirit Sword would have 

been thrown out. 

So, when Star-Lord received Lin Rui, he almost couldn’t even speak. 



“Go…Quick!” With severe pain coming from everywhere on his body, Lin Rui gritted his teeth and 

squeezed out two words. 

Rumble! 

Just as Lin Rui repressed the pain in his body to give Star-Lord a reminder, the sound of a violent 

explosion came from behind them. 

With difficulty, Lin Rui turned his head towards the explosion and saw the invisible attack break through 

the blockage of his Azura Sword Energy Attack and continue to sweep towards this side. 

At this moment, Lin Rui once again deeply felt that his own strength is not strong enough. Moreover, at 

this time, even if he spent all of his Reward Points to exchange for a Spaceship, it was too late to leave. 

“In the end …… Is this what I had amounted to?” Looking at the attack that was getting closer and closer 

and the Tentacle Monster that was already coming from behind them, Lin Rui thought helplessly in his 

heart. 

Hush! ~ 

When Lin Rui was at his wits’ end, a whistle came out from behind him. Then, a Golden light swished 

out. Compared to Lin Rui’s Azura Sword Energy attack, this golden light looked no worse than the one 

Lin Rui had just slashed out. It was Yondu who had struck this time! 

Huhu~ 

The Flying Arrow that turned into golden light also crossed the distance of a thousand meters instantly 

and crashed into the invisible attack just as it rushed out of the Azura light. 

Cut! 

The moment the golden light hit the invisible attack, the orange sensor on Yondu’s head who was 

floating behind Star-Lord, cracked open with a hole in it. Then, Yondu’s face turned from light blue to 

dark blue. It seemed that even Yondudu’s full strength strike was unable to stop the invisible attack. 

Whew! 

One second later, the invisible attack had already rushed towards Lin Rui and the others. 

Chapter 576 Help 

In reality, the Invisible attack had swept up in front of Lin Rui and the others. In Lin Rui’s mind, the 

Reward Points he had saved up for so long were being consumed rapidly. Even if Lin Rui does not know 

how to block the invisible attack, but he did not want to be the fish on the chopping block. 

Therefore, Lin Rui directly exchange a Defense Shield from the System Shop. Of course, it was a very 

High-Level Defense Shield. As for whether or not the Shield could block the attack, it would depend on 

luck. 

Hum! 



So, when Star-Lord and the others had all given up resisting, a translucent golden orb erupted from Lin 

Rui’s body and instantly enveloped Deadpool, Yondu, and the others around him in it. 

Unlike the Defense Shield that Lin Rui had released when Star-Lord’s Spaceship was destroyed earlier, 

this one had a deeper Golden Glow, and it was instantaneous and did not need to be activated. 

Boom! 

Just as this Golden Orb had enveloped Lin Rui and the others, the Invisible Attack had already rammed 

into them. 

Although this time the Defense Shield has been upgraded too much in level compared to the previous 

one, the attack this time is also too many times stronger than the last one. So, the Golden Orb was 

shattered almost instantly. In the next moment, the aura of death filled Star-Lord and other’s hearts 

once again. 

Boo~ 

“Looks like my luck is really not good!” Lin Rui thought helplessly in his heart as he saw the Golden 

Defense Shield getting shattered after only blocking the attack for only a moment. 

The Phantom Suit on his body then quickly blinked a few times as Lin Rui used all his remaining Reward 

Points to enhance the Defense of the Phantom Suit. Lin Rui had done his best, at this point, it was up to 

each of them to see how lucky they were. 

Huhuhu~ 

In the moment of facing the super attack that threatened his life, Lin Rui’s thoughts instead became 

clearer and clearer, in his thoughts, everything in front of him seemed to be moving in slow motion. 

The invisible attack in front of him was invisible, but Lin Rui could already perceive its trajectory as the 

space in front of them all trembled continuously under that attack. 

“So …… Is that ah …… En? ……” 

After perceiving the rhythm of that invisible attack, Lin Rui suddenly remembered what this attack was, 

it was the same kind of Plop sound that had shattered his Psychic Power before. 

However, just when this attack had reached Lin Rui and others and was less than a meter in front of 

them, Lin Rui suddenly saw a golden light flashing from the corner of his eyes. However, how could a 

golden light appear at this time? Just when Lin Rui wanted to take a closer look, this slow-motion feeling 

suddenly disappeared. 

Boom! 

After Lin Rui broke away from that state where all but himself were in slow motion, the attack just 

approached. However, just when Lin Rui was ready to defend himself, the invisible attack suddenly 

disappeared. 

The invisible attack that was supposed to sweep directly over Lin Rui disappeared as if it had crossed 

over into another dimension. 



“En!? That is!…” The attack that should have killed himself suddenly disappeared. Lin Rui first reacted 

and turned his eyes to look around. Because, at this time, Lin Rui suddenly felt that the Golden Light he 

saw in slow motion just now was a bit familiar. 

“Magic Portal!!!” When Lin Rui finally saw the surrounding situation, he finally could not help but 

exclaim out loud. 

At this time, centered on the mid-air area in which Lin Rui and Deadpool were floating, a Golden 

Aperture with a diameter of more than fifty meters stood in front of them. It was the Magic Portal that 

was created by an Earth’s Sorcerer. 

It’s just that this Magic Portal is the biggest one Lin Rui has ever seen. So, since such a huge Magic Portal 

had appeared here, the invisible attack just now was obviously transferred to other places by the Magic 

Portal. 

“Ah! I’m still alive! I’m still alive!” After Lin Rui exclaimed out, Deadpool’s voice also came out from 

behind him. 

Obviously, Deadpool’s nerves made him react before Star-Lord and the others. However, he might not 

have noticed the huge Magic Portal. 

“What’s going on here? What is this golden circle?” Watching the attack disappeared, Star-Lord held Lin 

Rui, who was still unable to move freely and muttered to himself somewhat lost in thought. 

Buzzing~hoo~ 

Just as Lin Rui and the others escaped from sure death and everyone finally noticed the huge Golden 

Circle in mid-air, the Golden Circle suddenly disappeared in mid-air as a dot of golden light. 

Then, in front of Lin Rui and other people’s amazed gaze, a human figure appeared in front of them out 

of thin air. The figure whose back was facing Lin Rui and the others seemed to have been there from the 

beginning, but Lin Rui and the others could not see it. 

“That’s…Ancient One?” After taking a closer look at the back of the person who appeared out of thin air, 

Lin Rui shouted out in surprise. 

Sure enough, how could the ordinary Sorcerer release a Magic Portal of that scale just now? Moreover, 

Earth is far from here and no Ordinary Sorceror would be able to appear here. Non-other than the 

Sorcerer Supreme would be able to come here. 

Ancient One’s appearance here is also enough to make Lin Rui shocked, but it is still considered 

acceptable. 

“It seems that my decision to meet Ancient One at that time was correct!” Lin Rui thought silently in his 

heart as he stared at the dusty and elegant back of Ancient One. 

The first meeting between Lin Rui and Ancient One cannot be said to be so pleasant. After all, the 

difference between Lin Rui and Ancient One’s status was huge. In front of Ancient One, Lin Rui has 

always been regarded as someone who is just starting his way of life. 



Moreover, Ancient One left a mark on Lin Rui without his consent which made Lin Rui very unhappy at 

the time, who knows what the imprint left by Ancient One is. But now, Lin Rui is very grateful for what 

Ancient One did to him. 

“Mirage Knight, that… is he someone you know?!” Star-Lord, who was holding Lin Rui suspended in the 

air, heard Lin Rui’s exclamation, and then asked with a hint of disbelief in his tone. 

Having lived for so long, Star-Lord had always thought that his home planet Earth was a very Low-Level 

planet. However, the past two days with Lin Rui and Deadpool and the experience made Star-Lord 

overturn his previous common sense. 

But now, the guy with terrifying strength in front of him is also someone Lin Rui knows, so doesn’t that 

mean he is also from Earth? So, Star-Lord began to doubt if the Earth Lin Rui was talking about was his 

hometown. 

“Yes, I know him!” Lin Rui nodded when he heard Star-Lord’s words. 

Since the Ancient One has appeared here, even if he can’t deal with the S-Level Monster, he would at 

least be able to take Lin Rui and others away. Therefore, Lin Rui’s mood finally relaxed at this time. 

Chapter 577 Leaves 

Hoo-Hoo~ 

The danger disappeared temporarily, and Star-Lord and the others landed on the grass from mid-air. 

After flying for so long, the energy of the flying machine on them was not too much. 

“Mirage Knight! Who is that?!! Is he really a Sorceror from the Earth?” After landing on the ground, 

Deadpool instantly rushed towards Lin Rui’s side and asked in surprise. 

Among the few people here, only Lin Rui and Deadpool knew about the Earth Sorcerers. So, after seeing 

the huge Golden Circle dissipate just now, and the person who appeared out of thin air, Deadpool 

quickly thought of those mysterious Sorcerers of Earth. 

“Ahem! Yes, he is indeed a Sorcerer from the Earth. Moreover, he is the most powerful one among 

them.” Lin Rui replied after hearing Deadpool’s words. 

At this time, although Lin Rui’s whole body is still seriously injured, but he has enough strength to barely 

stand on his feet. Moreover, Lin Rui wanted to see how Ancient One was going to solve the situation 

they were experiencing. 

Although Ancient One is definitely very powerful, but that Tentacle Monster is an S-Class Lifeform, Lin 

Rui also do not know what kind of result Ancient One will have against this S-Class Lifeform. 

“Wow! Mirage Knight, is he the one you were waiting for to rescue us?” Deadpool shouted 

exaggeratedly when he heard Lin Rui’s answer. Before Lin Rui said that he had a way to help them 

escape, and now they are rescued by the powerful Sorcerer that Lin Rui knew, it is no wonder Deadpool 

thought so. 

“Ahem~ this… I was not talking about…” Hearing Deadpool says this, Lin Rui was about to explain. 



“I knew it! Mirage Knight, you must have some connections with the mysterious Sorcerer on the earth! 

Otherwise, how could they help you out several times? We are not on Earth anymore but someone 

actually came here to save us!” Before Lin Rui could finish his sentence, Deadpool proceeded to speak to 

himself. 

Lin Rui: “…” 

Lin Rui would also like to pull Ancient One into the fold, after all, his strength and rank are 

overwhelmingly strong everywhere. However, from his last meeting with Ancient One and from his 

attitude towards Lin Rui, Lin Rui is feeling hopeless in that endeavor. 

As for why Ancient One would cross over such a long distance to save himself, Lin Rui can only guess 

that Ancient One does not want to see his experiment fail. After all, Ancient One was planning to see 

what kind of changes Lin Rui, the “Accidental” middleman, would cause to the world. 

Boom~ Boom~ 

When Lin Rui and the others were saved by Ancient One’s sudden move, the Tentacle Monster in the 

distance didn’t stop, but still waved those long tentacles and quickly came this way. It seems that being 

blocked just now did not make it hesitate. 

“Mirage Knight, what are the Earth Sorcerers you just mentioned? And, can he really deal with that 

Tentacle Monster?” Seeing the Tentacle Monster getting closer, Star-Lord watched Ancient One and 

asked Lin Rui. 

“Earth Sorcerers, they are a group of people who are responsible for protecting the earth. As for 

whether the Ancient One can deal with that Tentacle Monster, I think it should be completely fine.” 

Hearing Star-Lord, Lin Rui answered the question with a serious tone. 

In the presence of Ancient One, Lin Rui, of course, has to compliment the Earth’s Sponsors and he also 

compliments Ancient One, emphasizing his strength. 

No matter what attitude Ancient One has towards himself, Lin Rui is now completely dependent on him. 

However, Lin Rui did not see the corner of Ancient One’s mouth twitching slightly when he heard his 

words, with his back to himself suspended in mid-air. 

“Really?! That would be great!” Hearing Lin Rui’s reply, Star-Lord shouted in surprise. 

Da Da~ 

“Since you’re so confident in him, let’s just leave this battlefield to him.” Just as Star-Lord was staring at 

Ancient One on their side, there was a sound of footsteps behind them, and then Yondu’s voice came 

over. 

Turning their heads, Lin Rui and Star-Lord saw Yondu coming towards them with the support of his 

Deputy. When fighting against the Invisible attack just now, the sensor on Yondu’s head was directly 

cracked, and the status of the Flying Arrow was unknown. It can be said that, apart from Lin Rui, Yondu 

is the one who paid the most. 



“Are you okay?!” Seeing Yondu’s abnormal blue face, Star-Lord asked with some worry. Even if Yondu is 

not very good to him, Star-Lord knows that he still cares about himself. Therefore, Star-Lord has always 

regarded Yondu as someone who he could call his father. 

“I won’t die yet, let’s leave first.” Yondu waved his hand and said blankly. 

“Well, let’s go! Otherwise, the Tentacle Monster will come over soon!” After Yondu finished speaking, 

Deadpool also said quickly. 

Hearing what Yondu and Deadpool said, Lin Rui looked at Ancient One who was in front of them and 

didn’t know what to say. Since Yondu and Deadpool both said they were leaving, they must have 

wanted Ancient One to help them escape. And as the only person here who knew Ancient One, he 

should have been the one to speak up. 

“That……” 

Buzzing~ 

Just when Lin Rui was feeling a little embarrassed and was ready to call out to Ancient One, a golden 

light suddenly appeared behind him. Turning his head, Lin Rui saw a Golden Magic Portal appear behind 

them out of thin air. 

And through this Magic Portal, Lin Rui and others could see the other side which had a very different 

environment from this grassland. 

“Let’s go!” Seeing the Magic Portal appearing behind them, Deadpool was the first to scream and rush 

in. 

Behind Deadpool, Yondu and the others carefully observed the Magic Portal and then also followed him. 

As for Lin Rui, he still wanted to see the battle between Ancient One and the Tentacle Monster. 

However, his body was still injured, and the power of the approaching Tentacle Monster also made Lin 

Rui not want to stay any longer. So, Lin Rui took one last look at the Ancient One in mid-air, and then 

also entered the Magic Portal. 

Phew~ 

After Lin Rui also entered the Magic Portal, the Golden Circle of light quickly shrank and then directly 

dissipated on the grass. At this moment, only the lone figure of Ancient One remained suspended in 

mid-air on the grass. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Faced with the Tentacle Monster that was approaching in front, the expression on Ancient One’s face 

was calm and one wouldn’t be able to tell what he is thinking at this time. But, Ancient One’s heart at 

this time is definitely not as calm as the look on his face. 

“That kid can really cause trouble ah ……” Looking at the Giant Beast in front of him, Ancient One’s 

mouth slightly moved as he muttered. 



In fact, through Asgard’s Bifrost, Ancient One had arrived long before Yondu and others had come after 

Star-Lord. However, Ancient One then wanted to see what Lin Rui could still do on this Alien Planet 

which was so far away from Earth. 

As a result, Lin Rui did not let him down. Although this Ancient Sealed Ruin was not triggered by Lin Rui’s 

initiative, he was also the main participant in this event. 

Call! 

The Tentacle Monster was already less than a thousand meters away from Ancient One when a 

phantom shadow had already drawn towards the Ancient One in mid-air. It seems that the Tentacle 

Monster also found the existence of Ancient One. 

Chapter 578 Suppression 

For the Tentacle Monster’s preemptive strike, the corner of Ancient One’s mouth grew a little wider, not 

knowing whether it was in mockery or disdain. In the next moment, the attack was already pumped into 

Ancient One’s body. 

Hoo! Bang! 

Without any hindrance, the attack directly penetrated through Ancient One’s body and then smashed 

hard on the grass. 

And after the attack sank into the grass and showed its Tentacles, Ancient One’s figure slowly dissipated 

from mid-air. It turns out that Ancient One had already left, leaving only a phantom image in his place. 

Compared to the other ordinary sorcerers of the Earth, Ancient One’s use of magic, the type of magic, 

and the amount of his magic reserves are far greater than those of ordinary sorcerers. 

So Ancient One can instantly release a lot of magical power to do things that should be impossible for 

ordinary Sorcerors, like invisibility, instant transmission through the Magic Portal, as well as the magic 

phantom image he had deployed just now. 

To say the least, Ancient One should be considered as one of the most powerful combat Sorcerer in the 

history of Earth. 

Whew~ 

After Ancient Ones’s phantom image dissipated, his real body also appeared just over the huge “Eye” of 

the Tentacle Monster a thousand meters away. If you don’t look closely, you won’t even see a human 

figure there. After all, Ancient One is the size of a normal earthling, and he really does look like an ant 

compared to this Tentacle Monster. 

“I thought I could leave after saving them and you were also a bit lucky to get out of your seal after 

being sealed for so many years. However, since you are nothing but a Mindless Monster then I don’t 

mind destroying you here.” Hovering over the giant “Eye” of the Tentacle Monster, Ancient One’s right 

hand moved as he created a seal with his hand. 



The Tentacle Monster is after all an S-Class Lifeform, even if it has been sealed for so many years and its 

strength has decreased a lot, but even with those advantages, it would be difficult for Ancient One to 

completly overpowered this Monster and kill it. 

So Ancient One initially intended to save Lin Rui and others and leave this place and as for the Tentacle 

Monster, it is not Ancient One’s concern as to what happens after he leaves this planet. 

However, receiving the Tentacle Monster’s “Unconscious” attack, Ancient One has an excuse to strike. 

Anyway, Ancient One has destroyed many Demons and other world entities and even though it wouldn’t 

be easy for him to defeat this Tentacle Monster, it is not impossible. 

Buzz! 

With the completion of the seal of Ancient One’s right hand, a translucent huge long Blade made of 

Magic Energy appeared in mid-air, and then it ruthlessly slashed down towards the Tentacle Monster’s 

“Eyeball” position. From the structure of this Tentacle Monster, this “Eye” should be its most core 

location. 

Moreover, Ancient One was hiding in the dark previously and he had witnessed how the Tentacle 

Monster broke free from the seal. So, at this time, if he wants to kill this Tentacle Monster then he 

would have to attack its weak point, to save time and effort. 

Brush! 

Compared to Lin Rui’s previous Energy Sword Attack that had used all twelve percent of his strength, the 

power of this attack from Ancient One’s hand was already many times more powerful than that Energy 

Sword Attack. 

The Sorcerers of Earth are not some Wizards who only fight by standing in a distance and releasing their 

magic attack, they are all-round Combat Sorcerers who can fight with swords in close combat and can 

attack from afar by using Energy Attacks. 

Plop~ 

It has only taken a moment from the disappearance of the phantom image of Ancient One’s body and 

his real body appearing above the Tentacle Monster’s “Eyeball”, and him attacking it with the huge 

Magic Sword. 

Therefore, the sixteen Tentacles of the Tentacle Monster had no time to react and they couldn’t mount 

any defense. However, when the huge translucent Magic Blade was about to hit the huge Black Eyeball, 

a plop sound suddenly came out from the eyeball. 

It was the strange sound that the Tentacle Monster had stopped making after fusing the sixteen 

Tentacles. 

Buzz! 

The powerful force carried by this Plop sound and the translucent Magic Blade instantly blasted together 

above the Eyeball, and the Plop sound that had previously swept across the entire forest and half of the 

grassland failed to continue spreading upwards after blasting into the translucent Magic Blade. 



However, the translucent Magic Blade also stopped slashing down under the blockage of the Plop 

sound. 

Phew! 

Ancient One raised an eyebrow when he saw his first attack getting blocked and then he quickly waved 

his hand. Following the movement of Ancient One’s hand, the translucent Magic Blade that was fighting 

against the Plop sound directly shattered in the sky, turning into countless Magic Fragments and falling 

downwards. 

The Plop sound, without an opponent, continued to sweep over to the top after passing through those 

Magic Energy Fragments, and Ancient One only slightly hooked his finger in the face of such an attack, 

and then a Magic Portal appeared in front of Ancient One. 

When the Plop sound swept over, all the attacks that could reach Ancient One were diverted into the 

Magic Portal and it couldn’t even touch the Ancient One. 

However, in the next moment, Ancient One raised his right hand again and made a half-circle at his side, 

creating a translucent Magic Wall that enveloped Ancient One inside. A black shadow viciously slammed 

against the semi-transparent Magic Wall that had just appeared. 

Ka~ 

In just a moment, many cracks appeared on the Magic Wall created by Ancient One. Feeling the huge 

power of the Tentacle Monster, the expression on the Ancient One’s face became a little more serious 

for the first time. 

If the Tentacle Monster’s power was enough to smash the Magic Wall Ancient One had built, then it 

meant that the Tentacle Monster’s power was close to touching the edge of the next level. 

“Looks like you’ve absorbed a lot of energy along the way just now, too.” Looking at those Tentacles 

waving in mid-air, Ancient One looked down at the eyes and said indifferently. 

Before the Tentacle Monster has completly broken out from his seal, it swept a side of the forest and 

most of the grassland with that strange Plop sound attack, and countless local lifeforms died under this 

Plop sound attack. 

When the Tentacle Monster came out this way, all the lifeform corpses on the ground were absorbed by 

it through the huge Tentacles. Therefore, even if the Tentacle Monster has been sealed for so many 

years, the energy absorbed by it at this moment has given it a lot of power to recover. 

Hoo~ 

Just when the Tentacle Monster’s Tentacles had cracked Ancient One’s Magic Wall, those Magic 

Fragments that had been passed through by the Plop Sound Attack before had also floated down to the 

top of the eyeball. 

Then, when the eyeball didn’t show any reaction, those transparent Magic Fragments floated directly 

into that black unidentified substance. 

Bang! 



It was another heavy blow, but the Ancient One Magic Wall still blocked it. Unless the strength of this 

Tentacle Monster really reaches the power of the next level, it still wouldn’t have any chance to break 

the defense of Ancient One. 

And Ancient One didn’t need to take any other actions at this time, he can just maintain the stability of 

the Magic Defense Wall. 

Huhu! 

While Ancient One was letting the Tentacle Monster attack himself without retaliation, the black 

substance inside the Tentacle Monster’s otherwise perfectly normal eye suddenly surged up. 

Then, the mouth of the Tentacle Monster’s core flesh tumor that had opened up before quickly closed 

up, and it looked like the Tentacle Monster wanted to hide the eyeball again. 

“It’s too late.” Seeing the action of the Tentacle Monster, Ancient One said with a calm expression on his 

face. 

Buzz! 

Then, another huge Magic Blade appeared out of thin air in mid-air and then slashed directly towards 

the bottom. 

Chapter 579 Goal 

Hoo-hoo~ 

The bright sun shines on the sea, and the reflected light looks very beautiful. And on the beach by the 

sea, a figure is standing on the white sand looking at the beautiful scenery in front of him. 

“Wow~ It’s so beautiful!” Stepping on the soft sand, Deadpool couldn’t help but sigh as he looked at the 

natural seascape in front of him. 

And besides Deadpool, Lin Rui, Star-Lord, and others are also looking at the surrounding beauty while 

being a little lost in thought. Needless to say, this is where Lin Rui and others arrived through Ancient 

One’s Magic Portal. 

Phew!! 

Just when Lin Rui looked at the beautiful scenery in front of him with a lost expression on his face, he 

suddenly softened and sat on the beach. 

“Hiss~” After taking a deep breath, Lin Rui felt the sharp pain coming from all over the body. 

Just now, Lin Rui was still on the battlefield and even though his body was injured, he also strongly 

endured it. Now that they had left the battlefield and reached a safe place, Lin Rui’s consciousness 

relaxed, and this relaxation caused the pain to come out all over his body. 

“Unlucky, If only Ancient One had appeared a few seconds earlier, I would have been able to keep a lot 

of Reward Points! Now the remaining Reward Points are only enough to exchange for one Elven Holy 

Spring Water!” Sitting down on the beach, Lin Rui thought helplessly. 



Originally, when Lin Rui accidentally teleported to this primitive planet at an unknown distance from the 

earth, he still had a lot of Reward Points. However, so many things have happened in just two days, and 

in order to save his life, Lin Rui has almost used up all the Reward Points, and now only a few thousand 

Reward Points are left. 

Therefore, even if Lin Rui is seriously injured now, he is unwilling to use up these thousands of Reward 

Points. Perhaps there would still be a greater need for the Reward Points afterward? 

“Mirage Knight, are you seriously injured?” Seeing Lin Rui sitting on the beach, Deadpool also sat down 

and asked with a concerned look on his face. 

“Well, this time I’m completely spent.” Lin Rui replied lightly when he heard Deadpool’s words. Even if 

his heart hurts more, Lin Rui will not show it on his face. 

Buzz~ 

Then, a small Spatial Fluctuation suddenly spread from Lin Rui’s waist. Then, an exquisite little box 

appeared on the beach in front of Lin Rui. Although Lin Rui didn’t want to exchange for Elven Holy Spring 

Water, he still had other treatment items in his Portable Space, such as the Gene Therapy Serum 

produced by Oscorp. 

Although this kind of Serum is not as good as Elven Holy Spring Water, it can also help Lin Rui. 

“Inject this.” Lin Rui said after passing the box to Deadpool. 

“En.” Deadpool has taken out a copy of the loaded Gene Recovery Serum from the box. 

Pū~ 

Then Lin Rui reached out and let Deadpool inject him with Gene Therapy Serum. Feeling the effect of 

the special Serum produced by Oscorp after entering his body, Lin Rui’s expression also relaxed. The 

Gene Serum is effective. Although the speed is not very fast, Lin Rui’s internal injuries are indeed in self-

recovery. 

While Lin Rui was healing his injuries with the help of Deadpool, Star-Lord and others on the other side 

also came together. After this adventure in the Ruin, Star-Lord and Yondu’s relationship is considered to 

have broken the ice, and now, although it has not fully recovered to its previous state, but it has become 

much better. 

Now, Star-Lord is concerned about Yondu’s situation. The Flying Arrow is nowhere to be found, and the 

controller connected to the brain is also broken, Yondu has lost something quite precious. 

“What do you think you’re doing chasing me so hard? Now the Ravagers Pirates are mostly destroyed 

and you are also seriously injured, now what are you going to do?” Star-Lord asked while feeling a little 

worried when he looked at Yondu’s somewhat funny and miserable appearance. 

“The current Ravagers is no longer the same as they were in the past, so if it is gone then it is gone. As 

long as I’m still there, the Ravagers Pirates will always exist.” Hearing Star-Lord’s words, Yondu spoke 

weakly. 



As the leader of the Ravagers Pirates who once made a name in the Universe, Yondu is also a person 

who can afford to let go. As he said, he is the core of the Ravagers Pirates. 

“Boss Yondu is right! Those guys who went against orders all day long deserve it. And what is even 

worse, they even give others a nickname!” After Yondu finished speaking, the Deputy who has been 

following Yondu hurriedly spoke. 

As a Deputy of the Ravagers Pirates who had been on Yondu’s side since the beginning, he has no special 

skills but he had enough loyalty. Of course, if he did not even have loyalty then Yondu wouldn’t have 

brought him with him. 

“Okay, now you have caught me, so what is your plan now? You’re not really going to pull my skin off, 

are you? I know, you were just scaring me.” Yondu didn’t even care about the Ravagers so Peter Quill 

won’t bother to care about it. What he cares about now is Yondu’s plans towards him. 

Hearing Star-Lord’s words, the expression in Yondu’s eyes changed. Then, he also sat on the beach 

slowly like Lin Rui and Deadpool. 

“Do you really think I’m still chasing you because you lied to me last time?” Sitting on the beach, Yondu 

looked at Star-Lord who was sitting with him and asked indifferently. 

“Isn’t it? Even if you don’t want to kill me, it’s only right to take me back and teach me a lesson. After all, 

I’m the one who lied to you.” Hearing Yondu’s question, Star-Lord asked curiously. 

When Star-Lord had not yet separated from the Ravagers Pirates, he had taken a Mission, which was to 

find a treasure in the shape of a Metal Ball hidden in a certain planet. After Star-Lord single-handedly 

got that Metal Ball, the things that followed were completely out of his control. 

Star-Lord, who thought it was just an ordinary Mission was drawn into an Interstellar War, in which he 

also played an important role. Also through this Mission, Star-Lord also met these like-minded partners. 

Star-Lord then broke away from his pirate group and formed his own Mercenary Squad. 

“Do you think you could fool me with that little move of yours? Everything you are and everything that 

you do were all taught by me. I would know what you are planning to do even if you move your hands. I 

just cooperate with you a little and did what I did to maintain my Image.” Seeing the puzzled expression 

on Star-Lord’s face, Yondu said with the corners of his mouth slightly curled. 

“Then, why have you been chasing me for so long? And specifically issued a bounty to find me?” Hearing 

Yondu’s words, Star-Lord asked next with a dumbfounded expression on his face. If Yondu already knew 

everything, then why did he keep chasing after him? 

“Because I have some other important things to speak to you. Of course, I was also planning to teach 

you a good lesson after catching you.” 

“What things?” With a hunch that Yondu’s next words would be very important, Star-Lord’s tone 

became more serious. 

“That is… Your Mission had been leaked this time.” 

Chapter 580 Confessing 



Upon hearing Yondu’s words, Star-Lord and Rocket were a little confused. Their Mission was leaked. 

Even if that was the case, it is not important enough for Yondu to come after them for this kind of thing. 

From Star-Lord’s point of view, Yondu wouldn’t care about the leaked Mission. Moreover, the Mission 

that Star-Lord took this time is not a big Mission and even if others know it, they won’t come to grab it 

from him. 

“Is it that person behind Ronan?” So, after thinking a little, Star-Lord asked with a serious look on his 

face. 

If it was any other Cosmic Mercenary Squads that wanted to come after him after knowing about his 

Mission then Star-Lord and the others would not be so afraid, and there was also no need for Yondu to 

come after them on purpose to say so. 

So, the Leaked Mission must have let that guy who had a grudge against them know their location, he is 

the only one who can threaten Guardian of the Galaxy and he is also the Mastermind behind Ronan. 

That person is Gamora’s adoptive father: Thanos. 

“En? You are talking about the ugly guy with purple skin. It’s not him, it’s someone else.” Hearing Star-

Lord’s words, Yondudu slightly froze then shook his head and said. 

“If not him, then who is it? We don’t seem to have offended any guy we can’t afford to anger except 

him.” Seeing Yondu shaking his head, and hearing him say that it was someone else, Star-Lord became 

even more puzzled. 

Star-Lord has a funny and free personality that rubbed many people the wrong way as he usually 

doesn’t listen to anyone and he himself is also very clear about this fact. 

However, he still had enough brain to see who is ends up offending and he usually only offend people he 

could deal with, otherwise, he wouldn’t have survived for so many years in the Universe with so many 

enemies. 

Therefore, when Yondu said it was not the Purple-Skinned guy, Star-Lord didn’t really know for a 

moment who else was worth for this game of mouse and cat they have been playing for a few months. 

“It’s ……” Hearing Star-Lord continues to pursue the question, Yondu’s eyes blinked down and did not 

immediately clarify. 

Whew~ 

Just as Star-Lord continued to ask Yondu what he had to tell him, Lin Rui, who was sitting not far from 

them, suddenly stood up. 

“Hey! Why are you getting up? Aren’t you still injured?” Deadpool asked when he saw Lin Rui suddenly 

getting up. 

“I am getting better, I want to go for a walk to the beach.” Lin Rui simply explained when Deadpool 

asked. 



What Yondu and Star-Lord were going to say was probably related to his real father, which Lin Rui could 

also guess. So, in order to keep Yondu from worrying about anything, Lin Rui would be better off leaving 

for a while. 

In fact, Lin Rui didn’t understand Star-Lord’s story in the movie after he met with his father. Perhaps at 

the time of meeting Star-Lord, his father was already influencing him in a special way. Otherwise, he 

would have been just a stranger to Star-Lord. 

“Why are you going out for a walk? We don’t know if there are any monsters in the sea… Hey! What are 

you doing!?” Hearing Lin Rui said that he was going out for a walk on the beach, Deadpool sat on the 

beach without moving and asked in a very incomprehensible way. 

However, seeing that Deadpool still didn’t move, Lin Rui directly reached out and pulled him up. 

“If there are any monsters then it’s your turn to help me block them this time.” Pulling Deadpool up, Lin 

Rui smiled and said. 

Deadpool: “…” 

Then, Lin Rui and Deadpool walked slowly towards the beach. Looking at Lin Rui’s barely walking figure, 

Yondu’s eyes flashed. 

“This new teammate you’ve made is quite good!” After taking his eyes back from Lin Rui, Yondu looked 

at Star-Lord and said. Because he had been running away just now, Star-Lord had not introduced Lin Rui 

and Deadpool to Yondu, so now Yondu still thought that Lin Rui and Deadpool were both Star-Lord’s 

newfound teammates. 

“Teammates? Haha, I wish. They are people from my Homeworld and they just appeared here by 

accident.” Upon hearing Yondu’s words, Star-Lord smiled and explained. 

“Homeworld? They are also from Terra?!” Hearing Star-Lord says that those two guys were from his 

Homeworld, Yondu asked a follow-up question with great surprise. 

“Yeah, I also didn’t expect such a powerful person to be on the earth. By the way, the person who saved 

us just now also came from the earth. I really don’t know what magical place my homeworld has 

become.” Speaking of Earth, Star-Lord still couldn’t believe what he had heard about that. 

“Earth, ah, that is indeed a very Magical Place. At the beginning……” Talking about Earth, Yondu seemed 

to think of something, but the words stopped in the middle. 

“Well, now that Mirage Knight and Deadpool have gone far away, what was it you planned on saying. 

Who is it exactly?” Star-Lord had no intention to talk about the Earth with Yondu, Star-Lord is now still 

concerned about who is actually targeting himself or rather targeting the Guardian of the Galaxy. 

“Actually, do you know why I went to Terra to kidnap you?” Finally, Yondu was about to tell the secret 

that he had kept in his heart for many years. 

“Why? I asked you for so many years and you didn’t tell me so why now? Why did you do it? And don’t 

say it’s what Pirates do, I know the One Hundred Units of Ravagers and they have a Code and their own 

rules.” Seeing Yondu suddenly talked about kidnapping himself, Star-Lord asked seriously. 



“That’s because… kidnapping you was a Mission I took.” 

“Mission? What Mission?! Who gave you that Mission?” When Yondu said that kidnapping him was a 

Mission for him, Star-Lord suddenly became confused. 

Since he helped them solve the threat of Ronan the Accuser last time in Xandar, Star-Lord also got some 

information from them. That was the news about his own birth. The Scientists of Xandar told Star-Lord 

that his birth might not be that simple. 

So, Star-Lord, who grew up treating himself as an ordinary person from Earth, is also wondering these 

days who his father really is. Because Star-Lord’s mother had died of a Brain Tumor when he left Earth, 

so if his origin is not simple, then the problem must lie with his father. 

“As you can probably guess, the Mission came from your real father.” Seeing Star-Lord’s expression, 

Yondu didn’t drag his feet any longer and directly revealed this secret that had been hidden in his heart 

for more than twenty years. 

Whew! 

Hearing the news of his real father from Yondu’s own mouth, Star-Lord stood up from the beach at 

once. Even Rocket, who had been staying by the side with little Groot, was shocked to hear the news. It 

turns out that Star-Lord really has a mysterious father! 

“Then why didn’t you give me to that man? For more than twenty years, I grew up with the pirates!” 

Standing in front of Yondu, Star-Lord stared at him and shouted. 

At this moment, Star-Lord was very angry. It was Yondu who took him away from his home planet Earth, 

and it was Yondu who prevented him from meeting his biological father. 

Star-Lord didn’t know how to express his inner anger at this moment. For the guy in front of him who 

had raised him for more than 20 years, Star-Lord felt for the first time that he had ulterior motives. 

“Because your biological father is Bastard!” Facing Star-Lord’s questioning, Yondu answered loudly. 

 


